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Abstract. This article studies the experimental synchronization of a
family of a recently proposed oscillator model, i.e. the Brockett oscil-
lator [Brockett, 2013]. Due to its structural property, Brockett oscilla-
tor can be considered as a promising benchmark nonlinear model for
investigating synchronization and the consensus phenomena. Our ex-
perimental setup consists of analog circuit realizations of a network of
Brockett oscillators. Experimental results obtained in this work corre-
spond to the prior theoretical findings.
1 Introduction
Over the last decades, the synchronization of complex dynamical systems and/or
network of systems has attracted a great deal of attention from multidisciplinary
research communities thanks to their pervasive presence in nature, technology and
human society [1, 2, 3]. One critical issue arising from complex systems is to develop
distributed control policies based on local information that enables all subsystems
to reach an agreement on certain quantities of interest, this is known as the con-
sensus problem. A classic example of distributed coordination/consensus in physics,
engineering and biology is the synchronization of arrays of coupled nonlinear oscilla-
tors [4, 5, 6]. Synchronization of oscillators network has several potential application
domains, for example, chaos synchronization [7, 8, 9, 10], smooth operations of mi-
crogrid [11, 12], secure communication [13], formation control [14], genetic oscillators
[15, 16], etc.
Significant progresses have been made during the past decades in the area of
synchronization of oscillator network. The existing literature is huge and covers a
wide area of topics. Interested readers may consult [17, 18, 19] to have a global
overview. However, the major focus of the existing literature is on the development of
analytical and/or numerical results. Much less attention is devoted to the verification
of theoretical synchronization results in real experimental setups. In order to apply
the existing results to practical problems, more studies on experimental verification
are needed. The focus of this article is on the experimental realization of existing
theoretical results.
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The existing literature on experimental studies are not as mature as the analytical
and/or numerical results but it started to gain the attention of research communities
in various scientific disciplines. In [20], through hardware experiments, authors have
validated their prior theoretical results on synchronization and partial synchronization
of networks of time-delay coupled Hindmarsh–Rose neurons. Theoretical results pre-
dicted exact synchronization but in practice the authors were able to achieve practical
synchronization (i.e. boundedness of the synchronization error instead of convergence
to zero) in [20]. Experimental validation of emergent behavior in networks of Chua’s
circuits is conducted in [21]. However, the underlying theoretical results are not an-
alytical in [21]. Verification of numerical results on the synchronization of coupled
electrical self-oscillators through experiment can be found in [22]. Experiments on
the synchronization of synaptically coupled nonlinear oscillators can be found in [23].
Experimental synchronization in the case of ring of periodic oscillators can be found
in [24, 25].
A good number of experimental verification reported in the literature using the
coupling values found in simulations is based on comparison with numerical results.
This opens up the scope of experimental verification of analytical results which is
often not an easy task (cf. [20]). All this motivates the current work. The objective of
this article is to provide experimental synchronization results for a family of Brockett
oscillators [26]. A Brockett oscillator can be expressed by the following model in
state-space form [27]:
x˙1 = x2
x˙2 = −x1 + au+ bx2
(
x21 + x
2
2 − 1
)
, a, b > 0 (1)
Details of the model (1) can be found in the Appendix. The specialty of model (1)
is that depending on model parameters, the conventional averaging theory does not
predict the existence of a periodic (almost periodic) solution. However, qualitative
synchronization together with small amplitude irregular motion can be seen through
numerical studies [26]. By qualitative synchronization, we mean here the theoretical
prediction about synchronization without any quantitative information i.e. the rate
of convergence or the domain of attraction.
In [28], authors have analyzed the global stability and input-to-state stability
(ISS) of model (1) with respect to equilibrium at the origin and the limit cycle at
the unit sphere. These results make Brockett oscillator a promising benchmark non-
linear model for investigation of synchronization and consensus phenomena. Global
synchronization result for a family of Brockett oscillators can also be found in [28].
The summary of the results obtained in [28] can be found in the Appendix. Moreover,
in [29] it is shown that it is possible to globally synchronize a family of nonidentical
nonlinear systems by transforming individual subsystems into the form of Brock-
ett oscillators (1). So, the experimental verification of results obtained in [28] has a
practical interest for readers interested in investigating the synchronization and con-
sensus phenomena in nonlinear systems. This experimental verification is the main
contribution of this article.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: analog circuit realization of model
(1) can be found in Section 2, numerical simulation results are given in Section 3 while
the experimental counterpart can be found in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
this work. A summary of the analytical results obtained in [28] can be found in the
Appendix.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Brockett oscillator. Parts of eq. (1) are denoted by red terms.
Parameters a and b are determined by the resistors R4 and R3 respectively.
Fig. 2. Pin number of an AD 633 JN analog multiplier.
2 Analog implementation of the Brockett oscillator
The analog circuit diagram of a Brockett oscillator can be seen in Fig. 1. To imple-
ment the multiplication operation of model (1), we have used analog multipliers. The
multipliers are Analog Device AD 633 JN (see Fig. 2 for pin numbers) version of the
AD 633 four-quadrant voltage multipliers chips. They operate over a dynamic range
of ±11V with a typical error less than 1%. They also have a built-in divide-by-ten
feature. The signal at output pin 7 (W) depends on inputs X1, X2, Y1, Y2 and Z
which is the summing input. The output can be expressed by the following equation:
W =
(X1−X2) (Y1−Y2)
10
+ Z (2)
The integrators are operational amplifiers (LM 741) with feedback capacitors and
summations are accomplished by operational amplifiers with multiple input resistors.
The values of the various resistors and capacitors of Fig. 1 are: R1, R2, R3, R4 =
100KΩ; R5, R6 = 1KΩ; R7, R9, R11 = 1.3KΩ; R8, R10, R12 = 170Ω; R13 = 1KΩ;
R14 = 220Ω and C1, C2 = 100nF. Model parameters are dependent on R3 and
R4. With these values of the parameters, the response of the autonomous Brockett
oscillator can be seen in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, sustained oscillation can be seen along
with the convergence of the oscillator state into the unit circle in the (x1, x2)-space.
The experimental results of Fig. 3 correspond to the mathematical model (1) since
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Fig. 3. Experimental implementation results of model (1). Left) Evolution of the state
variables - x1 (cyan), x2 (yellow); and right) x1 vs. x2 plot.
Fig. 4. Simulation setup with control (5) for N Brockett oscillators in an N -cycle graph
settings.
the trajectories approach the limit cycle on the unit sphere. This demonstrates the
sufficient accuracy of the analog implementation.
3 Numerical simulation results
In this section, numerical simulation studies will be performed to check the effective-
ness of the synchronization control (5) (given in the Appendix). An overview of the
simulation setup can be seen in Fig. 4. All the simulations of this section were done
using Matlab/Simulink software with Runge-Kutta method and the step size is 0.01.
The synchronizing control being used in this work is given as
u = kM

x21
...
x2(N−1)
x2N
 ,M =

−2 1 0 · · · 1
1 −2 1 · · · 0
0 1 −2 · · · 0
...
...
. . . 0
1 · · · 0 1 −2
 (3)
where k > 0 is the coupling strength and N indicates the number of oscillator being
used for the simulation. Further details can be found in the Appendix. Two cases will
be considered:
3.1 Case-1: identical oscillators
Four identical Brockett oscillators are considered for the purpose of synchronization.
The model parameters are k = 0.5 ai = 0.5, bi = 1, i = 1, ..., 4. The initial conditions
are selected as: (−2, 0) , (0,−2) , (2, 0) and (0, 2). The model parameters satisfy the
condition of Theorem 1 (given in the Appendix). As a result, oscillators are supposed
to converge to the set Ω′∞. The result of the simulation in this case can be seen in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for 4 identical oscillators (a) x1i (x11- cyan, x12- dark magenta,
x13- yellow, x14- purple) (b) x2i (x21- cyan, x22- dark magenta, x23- yellow, x24- purple) (c)
e2i = x2i − x2(i+1), (e2- cyan, e4- dark magenta, e6- yellow, e8- purple) i = 1, ..., 4
Fig. 6. Simulation results for 4 nonidentical oscillators (a) x1i (b) x2i (c) e2i = x2i−x2(i+1),
i = 1, . . . , 4. Color codes are similar to that of Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, anti-phase synchronization can be observed. As a result, some errors
converge to zero while others didn’t (Fig. 5c). The oscillators converge to a circle
which is in Ω′∞ and that corresponds to the theoretical prediction of Theorem 1
(given in the Appendix). In this case, the radius of the circle depends on the system
parameters and initial conditions. By changing the parameters and initial conditions,
an in-phase synchronization may be observed for identical oscillators. As such various
synchronization patterns are possible. Finding some analytical conditions that predict
systemic transition from “anti-phase” to “in-phase” synchronization can be considered
as an extension to this work in the future.
3.2 Case-2: nonidentical oscillators
From a practical point of view, it is often very difficult to realize a family of identical
oscillators. As a result, frequently practical systems are non-identical. The results
of [28] work for both identical and nonidentical oscillators. In this section, we will
consider the synchronization of 4 nonidentical oscillators. The parameters of the os-
cillators are: k = 1, a1 = 1, a2 = 2, a3, a4 = 3, b1 = 5, b2 = 6, b3 = 7, b4 = 8. The
initial conditions are same as case-1. The model parameters in this case satisfy the
condition of Theorem 1 (given in the Appendix).
In this case, an in-phase synchronization can be observed from Fig. 6. As a result,
the errors converge to zero (Fig. 6c). The oscillators converge to the unit circle which
is inside the set Ω′∞.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of errors e2i = x2i−x2(i+1, i = 1, ..., 4 for the case of nonidentical oscillators
with randomly selected initial conditions
Fig. 8. Histogram of initial conditions distributions.
In case-1, an anti-phase synchronization is observed. Adding a small perturbation
in the case of identical oscillators leads to in-phase synchronization (difference in pa-
rameters for non-identical oscillators can be considered as a perturbation also). Thus,
in this example, synchronization is a phenomenon that follows the agents imperfec-
tions rather than similarity.
Further simulation have been done to check the effect of initial conditions on
synchronization for the case of non-identical oscillators. In this case, we have run the
simulation for 100 times with randomly distributed initial conditions within the range
[−2, 2]. The error among the state variables can be seen in Fig. 7 and the histogram
of the initial conditions distribution can be seen in Fig. 81. From Fig. 7, in-phase
synchronization can be observed among the oscillators with randomly distributed
initial conditions. This illustrates the independence of the synchronization w.r.t initial
conditions variation.
4 Experimental synchronization results
This section is devoted to the demonstration of experimental synchronization results.
Due to experimental complexities, we have considered N = 3 oscillators in this section
which is the minimum number of oscillators that are needed to implement control
1 Four oscillators are used for the simulation. Each of them has 2 initial conditions. In each
simulation run, different initial conditions were used for all oscillators. So, eight different
initial condition points are needed for each simulation run. To run the simulation 100 times,
800 points as initial conditions are needed to be selected. That is why the sum of the bars
in Fig. 8 is 800.
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Fig. 9. Synchronization and re-synchronization after perturbation with low control gain.
x21 (yellow), x22 (cyan) and x21 − x22 (red).
Fig. 10. Low control gain case (a) Superimposed plot of x21 and x22 and (b) x21 vs x22 plot
(5). For the selection of parameters, we have selected identical values for the family.
However, nonidealities and nonlinearities of the practical devices make the oscillators
nonidentical in a practical settings. For example, the resistors that are used in this
work have a tolerance limit of ±10%. So, even if we take the resistors of same nominal
values for individual oscillators, the final values are different due to the tolerance limit.
Moreover, each oscillator was powered with a separate power supply. In this work,
we have used RB-0512D RECOM power isolated DC/DC converters to generate the
biasing voltages for the op-amps. This also introduces some perturbation in the family.
In this section, two experimental conditions will be considered.
In the first case, low control gain is selected as in Section 3. The response of
oscillators 1 and 2 in this case can be seen in Fig. 9. From the theoretical results,
oscillators are supposed to be synchronized with zero error. However, experimental
results show that the oscillators are synchronized but the error is not zero. The non-
zero synchronization error is due to the imperfection, nonlinearities and nonidealities
of the analog implementation. Moreover, this result also shows the limitation of nu-
merical simulations. To have a better picture of the synchronization mismatch, Fig.
10 can be seen. From Fig. 10a, it can be concluded that very little phase difference
exists between oscillators 1 and 2. Moreover, in the case of perfect synchronization,
x21 vs x22 graph is supposed to be a straight line. However, Fig. 9b demonstrates
that it has an ellipsoidal form instead of a straight line.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, one way is to use a high control gain
(i.e. using a high k). The model parameters are tuned in a way such that the condition
of Theorem 1 (given in the Appendix) is always satisfied. The response of oscillator
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Fig. 11. Synchronization and re-synchronization after perturbation with high control gain.
x21 (yellow), x22 (cyan) and x21 − x22 (red).
Fig. 12. High control gain case: (a) Superimposed plot of x21 and x22 and (b) x21 vs x22
plot
1 and 2 with high control gain case can be seen in Fig. 11. Due to high control gain,
in this case we can see perfect synchronization with negligible error. In a practical
implementation, it is not possible to have perfect zero error due to practical con-
straints like measurement noise, discretization of the continuous signals by the digital
oscilloscope etc.. However, if the error is very close to zero, then it can be considered
as zero in a practical setup. In Fig. 12b, a perfect straight line can be seen instead of
ellipsoidal shape which shows perfect phase matching of the oscillators. Moreover, in
Fig. 12a, the signals are superimposed on each other and no difference can be seen.
Also, the results in this case coincide with theoretical findings.
The results of [27] provide robust synchronization for N = 2 Brockett oscillators.
When N > 2, theoretical results of [28] provide asymptotic synchronization not the
robust one. However, through the experimental results, we have seen that the syn-
chronization is quite robust to perturbations. For example in Fig. 9, oscillators are
initially synchronized. Then a perturbation is added and the synchronization is lost.
As soon as the perturbation disappeared, oscillators returned back to synchronous
state. Similar phenomena can be seen in Fig. 11 also. Moreover, it was observed
during further laboratory experiments (not reported here) that the synchronization
is not lost in the case of small amplitude persistent perturbations. All these facts
demonstrate experimentally the effectiveness of the synchronization control (5) to
synchronize a network of non-identical Brockett oscillators.
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5 Conclusion
We have studied synchronization in a network of Brockett oscillators that are coupled
through error feedback. The theoretical results of [28] are tested using an experimental
setup built around electronic circuit realizations of networks of Brockett oscillators.
Both numerical and experimental results are provided. Experimental results showed
the limitation of numerical simulations. Experimental results obtained in this work
correspond to the theoretical findings.
In [28], asymptotic synchronization result was obtained when the number of os-
cillators are greater than 2. However, it is found through hardware experiments in
this work that the synchronization protocol of [28] is robust also. In future, obtain-
ing analytical results on robust synchronization for N > 2 Brockett oscillators can
be considered as an interesting direction of research. Moreover, in this work, an N -
cycle graph was considered. Other kind of network topology can be explored in fu-
ture for experimental studies. Finally, the development of a modular framework for
the experimental study of synchronization of oscillator network can be considered as
an extension to this work. The proposed platform can be used in education process
since the oscillator model is sufficiently simple, yet demonstrating a rich oscillatory
behavior and admitting an analytical analysis.
The work is partly supported by ANR project WaQMoS (ANR 15 CE 04 0002).
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Appendix: Synchronization of Brockett oscillators [28]
The following family of Brockett oscillators [28] is considered for some N > 1:
x˙1i = x2i,
x˙2i = aiui − x1i − bix2i
(|xi|2 − 1) , i = 1, ..., N, (4)
where ai, bi > 0 are the parameters of an individual oscillator, the state xi =
[x1i x2i]
T ∈ R2, the control ui ∈ R (ui : R+ → R is locally essentially bounded and
measurable signal). Denote the common state vector of (4) as x = [xT1 , . . . , x
T
N ]
T ∈
R2N and u = [u1, . . . , uN ]T ∈ RN is the common input.
The following synchronizing control is selected for family (4),
u = kM

x21
...
x2(N−1)
x2N
 ,M =

−2 1 0 · · · 1
1 −2 1 · · · 0
0 1 −2 · · · 0
...
...
. . . 0
1 · · · 0 1 −2
 (5)
where k > 0 is the coupling strength and then from a graph theory point of view,
the oscillators are connected through a N -cycle graph (each oscillator needs only the
information of its left and right neighbor). Next, let us define the synchronization
error among the various states of the oscillators:
e2i−1 = x1i − x1(i+1), e˙2i−1 = x2i − x2(i+1) = e2i
and e2N−1 = x1N −x11, e˙2N−1 = x2N −x21 = e2N . Then the main results of [28] can
be summarized as below:
Proposition 1 For any k > 0 in the system (4), (5) all trajectories are bounded and
converge to the largest invariant set in
Ω∞ = {x ∈M : |xi| = const, e22i−1 + e22i = const,
x2(i−1) + x2(i+1) = (2 +
bi
aik
(|xi|2 − 1))x2i, i = 1, ..., N}.
Theorem 1 For any k > 0, if there is an index 1 ≤ i ≤ N such that 2aik < bi, then
in the system (4), (5) all trajectories are bounded and almost all of them converge to
the largest invariant set in
Ω′∞ = {x ∈M : |xi| = const 6= 0, e22i−1 + e22i = const,
x2(i−1) + x2(i+1) = (2 +
bi
aik
(|xi|2 − 1))x2i, i = 1, ..., N}.
In the set Ω∞ we have for all i = 1, N :
x21i + x
2
2i = r
2
i ,
ρ2i = e
2
2i−1 + e
2
2i = r
2
i + r
2
i+1 − 2(x1ix1(i+1) + x2ix2(i+1))
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for some ri ∈ R+ and ρi ∈ R+, and
x2(i−1) + x2(i+1) = βix2i, x1(i−1) + x1(i+1) = βix1i + ci (6)
for βi = 2 + αi(r
2
i − 1), αi = bikai and some ci ∈ R.
Corollary 1 Let all conditions of Theorem 1 be satisfied, and all solutions of the
following equations
ρ2i =
1 + αi(r
2
i − 1)
2 + αi(r2i − 1)
r2i+1 − (1 + αi(r2i − 1))r2i
+
1
2 + αi(r2i − 1)
r2i−1, i = 1, N, (7)
0 =
N∑
i=1
(ρ2i − r2i − r2i+1)k(ai + ai+1)
+2r2i
(
bi(r
2
i − 1) + 2kai
)
, (8)
with ri 6= 1 admit the restriction:
r2i <
1
3
(
1− 2kai
bi
)
(9)
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Then for almost all initial conditions the system (4), (5) is
synchronized.
